Single-pass transmembrane (TM) receptors transmit signals across lipid bilayers by helix association or by configurational changes within preformed dimers. The structure determination for such TM regions is challenging and has mostly been accomplished by NMR spectroscopy. Recently, the computational prediction of TM dimer structures is becoming recognized for providing models, including alternate conformational states, which are important for receptor regulation. Here we pursued a strategy to predict helix oligomers that is based on packing considerations (using the PREDDIMER webserver) and is followed by a refinement of structures, utilizing microsecond all-atom molecular dynamics simulations. We applied this method to plexin TM receptors, a family of 9 human proteins, involved in the regulation of cell guidance and motility. The predicted models show that, overall, the preferences identified by PREDDIMER are preserved in the unrestrained simulations and that TM structures are likely to be diverse across the plexin family. Plexin-B1 and -B3 TM helices are regular and tend to associate, whereas plexin-A1, -A2, -A3, -A4, -C1 and -D1 contain sequence elements, such as poly-Glycine or aromatic residues that distort helix conformation and association. Plexin-B2 does not form stable dimers due to the presence of TM prolines. No experimental structural information on the TM region is available for these proteins, except for plexin-C1 dimeric and plexin-B1 -trimeric structures inferred from X-ray crystal structures of the intracellular regions. Plexin-B1 TM trimers utilize Ser and Thr sidechains for interhelical contacts. We also modeled the juxtamembrane (JM) region of plexin-C1 and plexin-B1 and show that it synergizes with the TM structures. The structure and dynamics of the JM region and TM-JM junction provide determinants for the distance and distribution of the intracellular domains, and for their PLOS ONE |
Introduction
How information is transmitted across cellular membranes remains a key problem in biology [1] . In the case of receptors that transverse the plasma membrane, ligand binding events on the outside are typically transmitted to the cytoplasm by configurational changes of the transmembrane (TM) regions, such as dimerization and/or conformational changes (for example in the orientation or position of TM helices relative to one another) (Fig. 1a) [2] . The study of membrane proteins remains challenging, especially for receptors that cross the membrane only once. Remarkably, no crystals of the helical TM regions of such receptors have been obtained/solved to date. TM domain structures for single-pass receptors, such as EGFR, ErbB2, EphA1, EphA2, and VEGFR2 (currently about 10 structures), have been derived by NMR spectroscopy or other biophysical techniques (e.g. [2, 3] ). Recently, molecular modeling and simulations play an increasing role for interpreting the experimental data [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] . Moreover, as the accuracy of reproducing the experimental structures increases, reliable predictions can be made. In this project, we advance on our previous study, which combined the prediction of helix contacts in TM dimers with extensive all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) [9] . Here we present predictions for the 9 members of the human plexin-family of TM receptors (plexin-A1-4, -B1-3, -C1 and -D1).
Plexins [10] are unique TM receptors in that they interact directly with small GTPases in diverse manners. This includes direct interactions with Rho GTPases and transient/catalytic interactions with Ras GTPases, as plexin functions as a GTPase Activating Protein (GAP) [10] . We have characterized the Rho GTPase Binding Domain (RBD) of plexin and developed a model, which posits a direct participation of Rho GTPases in the regulation of some of plexin's functions [11, 12, 13] . Previously, it was shown that plexin signaling is outside-in (activation upon ligand binding outside) as well as inside-out (increased activation and ligand binding due to binding of certain Rho GTPases inside) [14, 15] . While this mode of synergistic communication is seen in several other systems (e.g. for Integrins [16] ), the molecular mechanism remains to be uncovered for plexins. Clearly, the TM region plays a key role, but given the low sequence similarity of this region across the 9 human proteins (Fig. 1b) , the signaling mechanisms are likely to be diverse amongst members of the plexin family. For example, the typical GxxxG motifs, usually used for close helix-helix packing [17] , are not well conserved between-or even within-plexin subfamilies. Thus, there is considerable interest to predict plexin TM helix dimer structures and to understand their configurational behavior.
We utilized a two-step approach: First, helix dimers were predicted ab initio based on helix packing considerations using the PREDDIMER server [18, 19] , a method that has been systematically benchmarked against known TM dimer structures. The best 3-7 predictions were then compared structurally across the family of 9 human plexins and 13 examples were chosen to cover the diversity of structures and subfamilies. Second, as an additional refinement, if not the testing step with respect to a state-of-the art all-atom forcefield, these structures were embedded in an explicit lipid bilayer and solvent (Fig. 1c ) and equilibrated over a period of around 1.0 μs [9] on the MD optimized supercomputer Anton [20] . Nearly all of the predicted structures were stable and converged during these simulations. Thus, the ab initio predictions with PREDDIMER are relatively accurate. The diverse behavior of the TM helices across the plexin family is discussed. For plexin-B1, the best studied plexin to date, we also modeled the TM Models of plexin TM dimer receptor signaling, structure and sequence comparison. a). Modes for transmitting information across the cellular membrane in single pass TM receptors: Translation (monomer-dimer association); Piston (sliding of helices to change register); Pivot (change in interhelix crossing angles); and Rotation (change of helix interacting surfaces). b). Amino-acid sequence alignment of TM and TM proximal regions of all 9 human plexins: TM regions shaded grey, extra N-and C-terminal extensions underlined in red/blue for peptides, for which all-atom simulations were carried out, the juxta-membrane (JM) region is shown in blue for plexin-B1 and plexin-C1. The number after the plexin name corresponds to the first residue shown in the alignment. c). Comparison of plexin-B1 TM only peptide structure obtained from PREDDIMER (Left) and the same peptide with helix N-and C-terminal trimer and considered the role of part of the intracellular region, which immediately follows the TM segment: the so called juxta-membrane (JM) segment. Together with recent plexin-C1 dimer and plexin-B1 trimer structures of the intracellular region [21, 22] , we are able to make predictions concerning plexins' configurational behavior and likely functional modes.
Results

1.
Comparison between PREDDIMER and CHARMM-forcefield allatom μs-simulation refined TM structures TM helix dimer structures were predicted ab initio for all 9 human plexins using the webserver PREDDIMER [19] . The full results are given in Table A in S1 File for the 26 best structures with packing scores (Fscor > 2.5). The PREDDIMER output was examined in terms of crossing angles, the location of the interface contact, and considered the rotation of the helices relatively to one another. Pairwise RMSD alignments were calculated and scaled for the extent of residue similarity between all of the 26 structures (see Table B in S1 File). Together, the helix geometric parameters suggested a grouping, with several additions to include at least two members of each subfamily. Thus, a diverse set of 13 structures was selected for refinement and testing. The parameters for these structures are given in Table 1 ; the latter indicating largely parallel helix configurations. Although all structures are homodimers, it should be noted that the predicted structures are not always symmetric. This is shown, for example, by the different helix rotation angles for model b1.7. The 13 models were then prepared for all atom molecular dynamics (MD) simulations as described in the Methods section.
Since regions immediately outside the hydrophobic TM segment can influence the helix dimer configuration (e.g. [5] ), we extended the TM helix peptides by addition of up to 10 extensions (Right) embedded in lipid bilayer (structures of model b1.2 are shown); the peptide is shown as ribbon representation; the lipids are given in allatom line representation on the right and the implicit bilayer is shown for the PREDDIMER prediction as orange lines on left. residues from the native human plexin sequences, both at the N-and C-termini (Fig. 1b,c) . The structures were prepared as explained in the Methods section and simulated for 1.0 μs on Anton. One structure, b2.1, dissociated, while another structure, b2.3, showed a separation of the helices but contacts involving the both N-and C-terminal regions (the added residues) still holding the dimer loosely together. In order to verify the convergence of the simulations, plots of the evolution of the geometric parameters (RMSD to starting structure, helix crossing and rotation angles) were carefully examined for drift. While some of the structures fluctuate, drift was only apparent for crossing angles in Plexin-B1 model1, b1.1 and this simulation was continued to 2.0 μs (Fig. 2, also showing results for b1.2 and b1.3). We averaged the geometric parameters of the TM central regions for the last 250 ns of the simulations (see Methods). These values and the fluctuations around them are given in Table 2 . Except for the b2.1 and b2.3 simulations the helix crossing and rotation angles are relatively well preserved from the PREDDIMER initial structures; however, the Fscor value is mostly decreased and becomes < 2.5 in 8 out of 13 simulations. By contrast, in 3 simulations b1.3, b1.6, d1.1, the packing is slight, and the packing in d1.1 is significantly improved over the initial structures. Large changes in packing coincide with larger changes in crossing angles (> ± 30 o in case of b1.7, b2.1, b2.3, d1.1, d1.2). Details of the . RMSD (top), crossing (middle) and helix rotation angles (bottom panel), calculated as in [9] . Rotation angles for helix A in black, helix B in red. The data (see also methods and Table 2 ) suggest that 1 μs MD simulations are typically sufficient for the refinement. However, slower reversible changes are seen in simulation B1.1 which was continued to 2 μs. Standard deviations of RMSD and geometric parameters over the last 250 ns of the simulations were used to confirm equilibration.
final structures are given in Table 2 , incl. the RMSD from the initial structures. Again, in correspondence with the geometric parameters, RMSD values are between 3.0-4.4 Å except for b1.7, b2.1 (which dissociated), and for d1.1 and d1.2. RMSD values less than 4.5 Å suggest that the structures are similar to those predicted ab initio, however there are slight adjustments in helix rotational angles (typically less than ±45 o ). Importantly, the relationship between the different plexin subfamilies identified in the ab initio predicted structures is largely preserved in the final, all-atom equilibrated structures of the helix dimers with N-and C-terminal extensions. Fig. 3a) gives the scaled pairwise RMSD values between the initial 13 plexin structures chosen for further refinement. Fig. 3b) gives the RMSD values between the final 13 plexin structures; reflecting that only b2.1 (which dissociates) changes with respect to the others.
Looking at some of the simulations in greater detail, Figs. 2 and 4 show results for the MD refinement of the plexin-B1 models 1-3. In Fig. 2 the geometric parameters are plotted as a function of simulation time, illustrating that there are only few significant configurational fluctuations in crossing (Fig. 2b , middle panel) and relative rotation angles (Fig. 2a, lower  panel) . By 1.0 μs (and in case of b1.1 by 2.0 μs) the simulations are rather well converged in that the changes appear complete, giving us confidence that generally this time is sufficient to equilibrate the structures. In Fig. 4 the final structures for b1.1, b1.2 and b1.3 are shown, which includes both clockwise/right-handed (b1.1 and b1.2) and anti-clockwise/left-handed (b1.3) helix dimer structures. Here, the helices interact via two alternate sets of GxxxG-like motifs. The details of interactions stabilizing the structures, the extent of the observed fluctuations over the last 250 ns of the simulations and the likely functional consequences are discussed below. 
Model for the plexin-B1 TM trimer
The intracellular region of plexin-B1 has been crystallized in a trimeric state when bound to the small GTPase Rac1 [22] . It is important to test which configuration of the TM region would be compatible with a trimeric structure. Two TM trimer models, a left-hand/clockwise and a right-hand/anti-clockwise arrangement, were built and equilibrated for 1.0 μs on Anton. 
Model for the plexin-B1 TM-JM helix trimer
The juxta-membrane (JM) region, which connects the TM and intracellular domains was predicted to form a trimeric coiled coil. JM region was not visible in the X-ray structure of the trimer, but inferred from it [22] . Most of this region was, however seen in the X-ray structure of the plexin-B1 monomer [13] . Using the latter as a starting structure we built an anti-clockwise coiled-coil JM trimer as described in the Methods section and equilibrated it for 1.0 μs on Anton. The MD equilibrated clockwise or anti-clockwise TM trimer structures (described above) were then linked to this JM structure in several different ways: 1) as an extended connection in case of the TM clockwise/JM anti-clockwise arrangement, which was then restrained to become helical, 2) a bulged out-but otherwise irregular-connection for the TM anti-clock/ JM anti-clock structure and finally, 3) the same with connections via helical (bent) structures, resulting in a total of 3 models. After equilibrating these configurations for 20 ns, it was clear that the structure started from model 2) showed very significant deviations from a helical structure and no further simulations were attempted. The structures started from model 1) and 3) were continued for 1.0 μs on Anton and had equilibrated. The initial and final structures are shown, partially in Fig. 6 and fully in Fig. 7a . Does attachment of the JM region influence the configuration (and dynamics) of the TM regions? In order to address this question we calculated the RMSD values between the TM regions in the TM-only trimers, comparing initial and final structures and RMSD between the TM in the TM-only and in the TM-JM structures ( Table 3) . The results, also considering the fluctuations over the last 250 ns (Table C in S1 File) show that model2 (anticlockwise) TM segments and the whole TM-JM, are deviating from starting structures less than the clockwise After considerable rotation of the helices during the initial model building of the TM-JM clockwise structure, both models show the TM region central Thr19 and Ser20 are localized into the interior of the 3-helix bundle (Fig. 6a, 6b ). Several contacts between chains are relatively stable, shown by the minimal distances between the Ser20 and Thr19 residue pairs (Fig. E in S1 File). Similar to the plexin-B1 TM-only trimer models, the anti-clockwise TM-JM structure is more stable during the simulations than the structures involving the clockwise TM.
The distances between JM tail region (the last three residues) and the inner bilayer leaflet are shown in Fig. F in S1 File. The two plexin-B1 TM-JM trimers maintained a near constant distance throughout the simulations. The C-terminus of the TM-JM anti-clockwise/anti-clockwise structure is farther away from the lipid, and thus is less influenced by the interaction from lipids, and is more stable, not least because the helices are mostly regular including at the TM-JM junction. The final structures are shown in Fig. 7a . Running the Socket program [23] , which can identify and analyze coiled-coil motifs within protein structures, both the plexin-B1 TM-JM helix trimer final structures are predicted to have coiled-coil structures. Such packing was not identified in the initial structures and developed during the all-atom MD simulations.
Plexin-C1 TM-JM helix dimer model
In case of the plexin-C1 dimer [21] , the crystal structure shows a coiled coil-like JM dimer (see Fig. G in S1 File for discussion and further analysis). The resolved part of the JM region needs to be extended to the membrane. It was modeled here, starting with the MD refined N-and Cterminally extended TM models, c1.1 and c1.2, which were then linked to the JM coiled-coil- like X-ray structure. The TM-JM junction was modeled in order to connect the TM and JM structures with continuing helices. However, we observed constraints during the modeling were imposed by the crossing angle of the TM region. These influence the packing of the junction, which is initially imperfect in one of the two helices in both structures (Fig. 8a) . Again, RMSD comparisons revealed the effect of adding the JM region on TM structures and dynamics (Table 4 ). The results show that the model1 (initial parallel) TM segments and the whole TM-JM, are deviating from the starting structures less than the model2 (right handed, RH) structures. Similarly less deviation is seen in the JM region of the parallel structure, compared to the RH model at the end of the trajectory. Surprisingly, joining the TM to the JM region increased deviations in both TM-JM models compared to their TMs initial structures. Similarly, comparing the final TM structures (with and without JM) shows that the deviations are slightly smaller than between the TM-JM initial structures. Interestingly, the difference between TM-JM models1 and 2 was reduced over the time-course of the simulations, possibly due to the fact the TM and JM regions of both models became more regular and better packed. We noted some of the issues of the final MD models c1.1 and c1.2, above-it appears that attaching the JM region fixed problems in the refined TM only models.
In order to examine the extent of fluctuations across the TM-JM region, RMSF and S 2 order parameters were calculated and are plotted in Fig. 8b and c, respectively. It is clear that although helices in model1 (built with c1.1) have a smaller crossing angle in the TM region/show more parallel helices, the fluctuations are greater than in model2 (c1.2), which had them crossed at a greater angle. More specifically, in model1 the helix A has a much larger structure fluctuation than helix B in both the TM and JM regions. At the same time, helix B was not continuous at first but has a bulge (see S1 Movie). Remarkably this bulge was fixed in the C-terminal JM region of helix B towards the end of the simulations. Although the bulge was likely to be responsible for some of the fluctuations, especially for the low S 2 value (res. 38 of helix B), clearly there were other longer range packing defects also in the TM region and along the entire length of one side of helix A (seen as an oscillatory pattern). As a comparison, the RMSF and S 2 results for TM only dimers were also calculated ( The distance between the C-terminal tail of the JM region and the inner bilayer leaflet was calculated for both model1 and -2 ( Fig. I in S1 File) . The C-terminus of model2 is on average 40 Å closer to the membrane compared to model1, reflecting the difference in crossing angle. However, at around 370 ns, the JM region of the model1 structure transiently came close to the lipid membrane (also shown in S1 Movie). Such interactions between the JM region and the lipid membrane can distort the JM helix structures, and influence the structure. By comparison no such large structural distortions were detected for TM-JM model2 during the all-atom MD simulation (shown in S2 Movie). The structure appeared to be overall more rigidly anchored in the lipid bilayer and the JM regions pointed consistently away from the membrane.
Discussion
Consistency of PREDDIMER and all-atom molecular dynamics
Experimental structure determination for TM protein segments lags far behind the structures that are available for soluble protein domains [24, 25] . Although recently there have been many structures solved for 7 TM receptor GPCRs and for other multi-transmembrane spanning channel and pore proteins, no crystal structures are so far available for single spanning TM proteins, such as plexin. The reasons for this are not clear, but it is possible that TM dimer and trimer structures are too flexible for crystallization/cannot be easily packed into a crystal lattice. Meanwhile, structures are available from other experimental techniques, chiefly from NMR but also structure predictions, and MD simulations of TM proteins are becoming increasingly reliable (e.g. [3, 4, 5, 6, 26, 27] ). We previously reported results on using an ab initio prediction strategy for TM helix dimers that involves an implicit representation for the lipid bilayer and for water. While allowing extensive configurational sampling [9] , this method did not work well in our hands and appears to require additional input, such as symmetry [28] or at least helix-stabilizing restraints [29] . Several recent publications show that coarse grained simulations, and in one case computationally expensive 200 μs all-atom simulations, are able to obtain near experimental TM helix dimer structures from randomly placed TM helix monomers [30, 31, 8] . Here we tested a different approach, starting from structures that are predicted on the basis of helix packing modes, as implemented in the webserver PREDDIMER [19] . Similar to our previous study [9] , which was validated with reference to two known TM helix dimer structures, we examined the predictions over an extensive time period (1 μs) by all-atom MD simulations. For this project we selected the family of plexin TM receptors. No experimental structures are known, but inferences for dimer and trimer TM structures could be made from recent crystal structures of the intracellular regions.
Computational resources did not allow us to carry out all-atom simulations for all the wellpacked dimer structures that are predicted for the 9 human plexins. Thus, we considered groups of structures. The amino acid sequences of the TM regions of plexins are moderately well conserved within subfamilies as shown in Fig. 1b . These are the plexins-A1 to A4, which are similar in sequence but have a range of small residues near the N-terminus (A1 predicted as the most flexible, A4 as the least). Plexin-B1 and -B3 are close in sequence, but -B2 is different, having only one GxxxG-like motif near the N-terminus. Plexin-C1 and -D1 are also significantly different, with plexin-C1 having no clear GxxxG sequence. Thus, rather than grouping by sequence similarity, we grouped the predicted structures by geometric considerations and pairwise RMSD between all 26 PREDDIMER structures calculated for the plexin family. Indeed, with exception of plexin-B2, similar structures are predicted for members of the same subfamily as displayed in Fig. 3a) . A wide range of configurations of the two TM helices were predicted, with all 9 plexins showing some compatibility with TM parallel or crossed dimer arrangements (Fscor > 2.5, ranging from Fscor of 3.4 for plexin-C1 to 2.6 for -A3 and -B3). There is no initial preference of left-over right-handed crossings or more parallel arrangements from the PREDDIMER calculations. After grouping, 13 models were simulated for 1 μs on Anton. While this amount of time is usually too short to sample transitions between alternative states, we find (with exception of one case) that it is sufficient to allow an equilibration and thus a refinement of the ab initio models by use of the CHARMM27 forcefield [9] . If the structures are unstable, a separation or significant distortion of the helices is anticipated. Indeed one model for the plexin-B2 TM dimer experiences such larger configurational changes (discussed below). Examination of geometric parameters for the last 250 ns of the simulations shows that the simulations are equilibrated (i.e. RMSD < 0. Table D in S1 File. This is similar to deep minima seen in simulations begun with NMR derived structures [9] or with TM dimers that associated in all atom simulations [29] . In few cases larger fluctuations were observed, but these represent more shallow minima, rather than conformational drifts; nevertheless indicating that those predicted structures could be less well defined and TM dimers be less stable (e.g. models b1.7, c1.1). As with all classical MD simulations it is not possible to tell whether the structures are in a global energy minimum (e.g. in a 1000 μs simulation of BPTI some of the fluctuations only became apparent on the 100+ μs timescale) [32] and sampling transitions between different models is beyond the scope of the present work. To overcome the problem of potentially rugged energy landscapes, we used a different strategy, which we believe is efficient. We first predicted a number of possible dimer conformations available for a given sequences by the PREDDIMER algorithm and after that tested their persistence in the realistic lipid environment by microsecond MD simulations.
On average, the features of the predicted structures are maintained in the all-atom MD simulations, suggesting that the PREDDIMER predictions are overall reliable. It is likely that a lowered packing (Fscor) arises due to slight distortions of the helical structures in the MD simulations. Remarkably, the initial grouping is preserved when the structures were equilibrated in the extensive all-atom simulations (illustrated in terms of pairwise RMSDs, shown in Fig. 3a, 3b ).
Biological Implication: A structural and functional diversity within the plexin family
Plexin-B2. The simulations suggest that not all of the plexin TM regions, by themselves, form strongly stable homodimers. Especially, plexin-B2 is an outlier, showing dissociation/low packing scores in the all-atom simulations. The TM region has little sequence similarity to those of plexin-B1 and -B3 and the refined structure is moderately similar to that of plexin-D1 (RMSD of 4.6 Å). It is less likely that plexin-B2 forms regular TM helix structures or such structures may dissociate for a number of reasons. Apart from a relatively high number of β-branched sidechains (11 out of 22), which tend to be helix destabilizing [33] , it has two prolines (res.13 and 18) and no prominent GxxxG motif, except for SxxxP near the N-terminus. (The structure is also more extended since there are only 22 residues in -B2, compared to 24 in the-B1/B3 TM region). Another feature is several bulky sidechains, the YCYW sequence, at the TM region C-terminus, which as seen for plexin-C1, below, likely keeps helices apart. Plexin-B1 and especially plexin-B3 (only 6 β-branched sidechains) do not have such features. It would be tempting to infer that the unusual TM region of plexin-B2 influences the biological function and functional mechanisms of the receptor, which has been found to be considerably different compared to plexin-B1 and -B3 [34, 35] . Other regions of the protein, for example the interacting region of the RBD domain with small GTPases, are also known to be substantially different [36] . Nevertheless, the RBD domain forms dimers in solution and also it is presumed that the extracellular ligand binding domain will form dimers, at least when bound to semaphorin ligand. Thus, the energetics of the TM region may synergize or be over-ridden by the oligomerization of the extra-and intracellular receptor regions.
Plexin-B1 (-B3). Alternative helix packing motifs have been described for the EGFR and Ephrin receptor TM regions [30, 36] ; however these are non-overlapping GxxxG motifs near the N-and C-termini of the TM helices [37] . These motifs suggested a model of activation/inactivation due to a change in crossing angle. Recently, Zhang et al. [9] and others have described the partially overlapping/off-set GxxxG motifs that are compatible with a helix rotation to a different state; for ErbB1/B2 and EphA2 by approx.120 degrees on one of the helices. For plexin-B1, the offset in the GxxxG motifs is a shift of two rather than one residue, compared to the previous example. This results in an approximate 180 degree change of helix orientation as shown in Fig. 4 . The functional implications are illustrated below with the plexin-C1 TM-JM dimer. In plexin-B3 a similarly shifted motif was seen, but with GxxxG rather than with AxxxGxxxG (with the N-terminal Ala being replaced by Glu in -B3). This change could destabilize such alternate configurations or would at least disfavor a helix parallel conformation as a possible intermediate. In the case of plexin-B1, none of the 5 configurations that were tested by simulations have very strong helix-helix packing as reflected in Fscor values after equilibration; the structure of the intracellular trimer as well as coiled-coil predictions for the JM region [38] suggests that a TM helical trimer is the more stable configuration, which is also indicated by the reduced fluctuations of the helixes in the trimer (esp. anticlockwise), compared to the dimer models.
Role of intra-membrane Ser/Thr in plexin-B1 trimers and in dimers
The TM central Thr-Ser motif is unique to plexin-B1. (Apart from isolated Ser or Thr in the TM central region of -A2 and -D1, other plexins do not have this motif. The Ser-Thr pair in the plexin-C1 TM sequence is at the N-terminus of the helix, but that does not form interactions either in any of the plexin-C1 TM or TM-JM model structures). In plexin-B1, no inter-helix Ser/ Thr contacts are made in the 5 TM dimer structures that were examined by simulations (b1.1-1.3,1.6 and 1.7). Generally placing polar sidechains in the hydrophobic environment of the lipid bilayer is unfavorable but the Ser/Thr hydroxyl group can form a hydrogen bond to the carbonyl of the adjacent mainchain helix turn in TM helices. However, interhelical Ser-Thr sidechain contacts have also been observed in some structures (e.g. [39] ). In plexin-B1 such contacts are persistent in both the TM only and TM-JM plexin-B1 models of the trimer over the course of the simulations, especially in the anti-clockwise structures. Mutating these residues may destabilize the trimer structure, compared to the dimeric forms, but trimers may still be stabilized by the JM regions, which are predicted by algorithms such as MultiCoil [40] for the B-family plexins [10, 22] .
Role of irregular structures: poly-Gly in plexin-As, helix shifts in plexin-D1 and -C1
The plexin-A family. Their TM regions are characterized by poly-glycine motifs in the membrane interior-see Fig. 1b , (GGGGG in case of -A1, GGG for -A3 and GG for -A2 and -A4). In the simulations of plexin-A1 we noticed a partial unfolding at this position, allowing a more extended structure (plexin-A family members only have 22 residues spanning the membrane, similar to plexin-B2 above). Alternatively, we saw for plexin-A1 that the helices were crossed at a significant angle with a different orientation of one or both of the N-terminal helix sections. The functional significance of this is not clear, except one may speculate that by itself the structures would be more flexible and may need additional support for the transmission of cell signals across the membrane. Indeed, plexin-A family members are thought to require Neuropilin-1 as a co-receptor. Very recently heterodimeric structures between plexin-A1 and Neuropilin-1 have been modeled using coarse grained simulations [31] and there is also experimental evidence for such heterodimers [41] . Poly-glycines near the N-terminal TM segments have been noticed in other proteins and are thought to be involved in cholesterol binding [42] . Particularly, such a possibility has been shown by the Sanders group for the amyloid precursor peptide [43] . It is not known whether cholesterol plays a role in the signaling behavior of plexin-A family members, especially in the regulation of plexin-A1 signaling.
Plexin-D1. As the sole member of the plexin-D family in humans, the structures appear to utilize a SxxxCS motif, with crossing either right or left-handed near the second Ser (residue16). The structures are relatively rigid, but are not symmetric/very regular since helices were shifted relative to one another in the membrane, consistent with helix dimer tilting, as well as crossing. Except for plexin-B1, -D1 has also the longest TM region with 24 residues spanning the membrane. Again, the structure of plexin-D1 may be stabilized by TM-region interactions with co-receptors, with Neuropilin-1 as a prominent candidate. However, functionally both neuropilin dependent and independent signaling mechanisms have been characterized in different settings [44] .
Plexin-C1. The predicted structures for plexin-C1, the sole member of the C family, are considerably different from other plexins (e.g. see RMSD comparisons in Fig. 3a, 3b) . The structures are not very regular-there is some helix bulging or unwinding at the N-terminus (C1.1 and C1.2 respectively) due to the sequence TWYF, which is all β-branched and the aromatics present large sidechains, preventing the helices to come close. However in other cases, it has been shown that single aromatics can stabilize TM helix dimers by stacking or cation-π interactions [45] . A TM central proline, furthermore can introduce a kink in the plexin-C1 helices (C1.2). As reflected in the Fscor values, these structures are only moderately well packed, due to the absence of a GxxxG-like motif, mostly in a near parallel manner. Nevertheless, the fluctuations in the geometric parameters are modest for model2 (larger for model1, which however, can be influenced by attachment of the intracellular membrane proximal region).
Effect of JM region on TM structures and their dynamics: example of plexin-C1 and -B1 TM-JM models
A critical question is how the TM segments, being more or less rigid helices, connect with the extra-and intracellular protein domains outside the lipid bilayer. The structures of these regions are typically responsible for ligand/adaptor protein binding in cell signaling. Changes, for example ligand induced dimerization, can be transmitted across the lipid bilayer most effectively if the junctions between the TM helix and the extra-and intracellular domains are relatively rigid. In this case there could be concerted large-scale changes in the orientation of the extra and intracellular domains with rigid connections with the TM segment facilitating the transmission of cellular signals as a mechanical event across the plasma membrane. For many TM receptors, such as the receptor tyrosine kinase superfamily, the connection between the TM and catalytic/kinase domain is not immediate but a JM segment presents a bridging region between the two domains, often also involved in a regulatory function (e.g. [30] ).
In the case of plexins, the JM regions show a relatively well-conserved leucine-zipper/heptad repeat characteristic for coiled-coils as shown in Fig. 1b . Recently the crystal structure of plexin-C1 has been determined which, indeed, shows part of the JM region as a loose coiledcoil (see additional comments in Fig. G in S1 File) . We, therefore, used the X-ray resolved part of the JM region of plexin-C1 and then sought to model the linker region to the two top models of the plexin-C1 TM region (one is nearly parallel and the other right-hand crossing, displayed in Fig. 8a) . Similarly, a coiled-coiled trimer JM structure was modeled and attached to several models of the plexin-B1 TM trimer. The dynamics of the TM dimers and trimers were largely unchanged by attachment of the JM region over the course of the all-atom MD simulation. In fact, the TM structures allowed the JM structures to become more regular. Using the SOCKET program [31] to analyze the packing of the JM region (with a cutoff of 7.0 Å), we found coiledcoil structures in both the JM-regions of the final plexin-B1 structures after 1.0 μs of MD. While for plexin-C1 TM-JM dimers, the SOCKET program could not predict a coiled-coil structure in the JM region (even using a larger cutoff of 8.5 Å), nevertheless, here the JM region has a remarkable effect of regularizing the helices and helix contacts in the plexin-C1 TM region of RH crossed structures. These different scenarios illustrate that equilibrating multidomain structures, such as these TM-JM regions, with long-term all-atom MD simulations using the CHARMM forcefield, yields different effects of structures on each other (different levels of cooperative or competitive interactions). These features reflect on the different mechanical properties and thus suggest different cell signaling mechanisms of the systems.
Implications for the mechanism of signal transduction of plexins
Analysis of the flexibility of the TM-JM structures suggest that these are relatively rigid and are thus likely to help orient the intracellular domains of plexin relative to each other and the membrane. This is also apparent when distances between parts of the structures were examined.
Firstly, one may consider the lateral distances and the rotation between the N-and Ctermini of the TM helices as they enter/exit the membrane. In case of the TM trimer or largely parallel dimers, a modest amount of bulging would occur if unlike structures are connected. Nevertheless, the relative rotation of the TM (and especially JM) helices is similar in the plexin-B1 TM-JM trimer structures, suggesting that by contrast to the plexin-B1 dimers, the signaling mechanism would involve formation/dissociation of the TM-JM trimers, possibly via dimer intermediates. In the case of the two plexin-C1 TM-JM structures, the TM region differ more dramatically; in the parallel/slightly RH structure, the helices cross near Val21, with both sidechains at the interface. The bulged RH crossed structure, by contrast has the bulged helix rotated by~180 o forming a back-to-back packing arrangement. In the JM coiled-coil, not only is the crossing angle different, but the bulged helix is also translated about 1 turn upwards and rotated by~90 o , relative to the parallel structure. This difference suggests a piston-like mechanism for TM signaling depicted in Fig. 1a , together with a rotation and separation of the intracellular plexin-C1 domains in the bulged/RH crossed structure. Overall, considering the number of contacts, the near parallel structure could be the more stable one by itself. However, larger lateral differences occur between parallel and crossed structures, as illustrated by plexin-C1. Here the distances between the TM-JM junctions of model1 and 2 are 11 Å and 23 Å, respectively-23 Å is sufficient to have 4.3 helical turns in an antiparallel helix coiled-coil arrangement for the JM region, similar to the example of EGFR [30] . Generally connecting likestructures (e.g. RH crossed helices with clockwise coiled-coils) results in more close-packed and less bulged structures than connecting unlike TM-JM structures as illustrated in Fig. 9 .
Secondly, another consequence of the different TM-JM arrangements is the vertical distance between the membrane and the C-terminus of the JM region; in the results above the refined models show differences in this distance by up to 40 Å (see Fig. I in S1 File top panel). Membrane proximity is also known to be an important regulatory feature in another single TM helix receptor family, the EGFR receptors (e.g. ref. [46] ). In the case of plexins, the primary binding partners are membrane anchored Rho and Ras GTPases, which associate with the RBD and GAP domains. The latter domains are also likely to influence plexin's conformation near the membrane. This is the case for the dimer and trimer structures; especially the latter are expected to have more prescribed distances due to a locking of the three plexin units and GTPases into a ring type configuration [22] . Thus the orientations of the TM and JM segments, as well as the distances relative to the membrane, are likely to be important. For example, with an extended TM-JM connecting segment (as shown in Fig. 7a , left initial structure) there would be significant space between the plexin GAP domains and bound GTPases and the membrane, whereas with continuous helix linages-especially, with unlike structures, requiring bulged helices-this distance could be too short, at least for the binding of GTPases.
Summary and perspective
Our computational study for the first time comprehensively examined the TM region of the plexin receptor family. Predictions were made using TM helix packing, which were then tested/refined for the peptides in explicit solvent and lipid bilayer using all-atom simulations. We predict that the plexin family has diverse and alternate TM helix configurations and that intracellular JM coiled-coils likely synergize with the TM structures to create relatively rigid structures. These, in turn may be utilized for the regulation of plexin function. Now, guided by these models, experimental studies are needed to further validate these predictions.
Materials and Methods
Structure prediction
For the predictions of the initial TM helix dimer structures for the 9 human plexins as shown in Fig. 1b) , we used the webserver PREDDIMER [19] , based upon the original algorithm that had been systematically benchmarked [18] . It should be noted that the server works only with the membrane embedded segment and N-and C-terminal extensions were added later (Fig. 1b, 1c) . The membrane region limits of the sequence were defined by amino acid hydrophobicity as well as by sequence alignment. As extensions 5-8 and 9-10 amino acids were, respectively, added to the N-and C-termini of the 22-24 residue long TM segment.
Currently, no automated protocols are available for building TM trimer structures and we followed the procedure described elsewhere [47] . The models for a plexin-B1 TM trimer structure used either a left or a right handed crossed TM dimer and the third helix was manually docked (copy of helix 1) to give clockwise and anti-clockwise TM trimers, respectively. The structures were then equilibrated by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and followed by 1.0 μs production runs on Anton.
In order to build a TM-JM helix dimer, we used the two PREDDIMER predicted and Anton-refined TM structures for human plexin-C1, c1.1 and c1.2, and fused these to part of the JM region (see Fig. 1b for sequence) . Residues from Q553 to T584 were taken from the recently determined plexin-C1 Zebrafish dimeric structure (PDB ID: 4M8M) [21] . The missing residue sidechains, residues at the TM-JM junction as well as the sequence different from the human protein was rebuilt using MODELLER [48] . For the TM-JM trimer of plexin-B1, no structure for the trimeric JM region is available, but a large part of the JM region is seen bound to the plexin-B1 monomer (PDB ID: 3HM6, ref. [13] ]. We took this structure and with reference to the plexin-C1 dimer, built sidechains that would be compatible with JM-GAP domain interactions. This suggested the orientation of the JM helices, which were then manually docked as a trimer and refined by simulation on Anton to 1 μs.
The initial structure after connecting the TM and JM regions is shown as an example for the TM-JM plexin-B1 trimer in the (clock, init) of Fig. 7a . In order to make the connection region to be helical, we ran short CHARMM simulations to relax the structure. The TM region and JM region were moved closer together to a distance that corresponds to the number of linking residues to be in a helical conformation. Then, we rebuilt the connection using MODELLER with a restraint that forced the connecting region to be helical. This turned nearly all the linker region into a helical structure. This structure, which is shown as (clock, init2) in Fig. 7a , as well as (anti-clock, init) for the anti-clockwise/anti-clockwise TM-JM plexin-B1 trimer was then embedded in the lipid bilayer/solvent system and used for the simulations. We built TM-JM structures with both a linking segment in an extended configuration, as well as in a helical conformation. In total, three models were continued with simulation refinement since the forth one showed a big bulge in the TM-JM connecting region. After insertion into explicit lipids and solvation, the peptides were equilibrated for around 20 ns using CHARMM. Based on deviations in the structures, we decided to continue with two models, one is a TM clockwise/ right-handed crossing for plexin-B1 and, the other is an TM anti-clockwise/left-handed crossing TM model for the plexin-B1 trimer and an almost parallel helix dimer model for plexin-C1, which has a large crossing angle near the TM N-and JM-C-termini as shown in Fig. 8a. 
MD simulations
The predictions were further refined/tested by all-atom MD simulations in explicit solvent and palmitoyloleoyl-phospatidyl-choline (POPC) lipid environment, following our previous work [9] . Briefly, the TM helix dimers to be refined were selected based on packing score of the predicted structures (Fscor > 2.5 and by a desire to have diversity in TM structures-see Table A in S1 File). The 13 structures selected were used as PREDDIMER output coordinates (see Table 1 , 2) or one set of simulations; for a second set, these TM helices were extended by several residues at the N-and C-termini using MODELLER [48] . The polypeptide chain, the lipids and water molecules were simulated using the CHARMM36 [49] and TIP3P parameter sets. Structures were inserted into explicit POPC lipid bilayers (72 lipids/leaflet) using CHARMM--GUI [50] at a target area per lipid of 64.3 Å 2 [51] . TIP3P water molecules were then added using CHARMM-GUI to yield a thickness (uniform above and below the bilayer) of no less than 15 Å from the farthest protein atom. Sodium and chloride ions were added to achieve neutral systems and further added to give a near-physiological ion concentration of 150 mM. Equilibration trajectories of the 2x13 systems were then generated in the NPAT ensemble with constant particle number N, at a normal pressure of 1 atm, and with the constant total surface area, obtained from CHARMM-GUI [50] , and at a temperature of 310 K. Periodic boundary conditions were applied and electrostatic interactions utilized Particle Mesh Ewald with a real space cutoff of 12 Å. The same cutoff was used for the Lennard-Jones interactions. The SHAKE algorithm was applied to control the lengths of all bonds involving hydrogens and the integration time step was 2 fs. Using the CHARMM-GUI program, all systems were initially equilibrated for 300 ps before a further equilibration of a least 20 ns using CHARMM [52] . Then production runs were carried out to 1.0 μs on Anton.
Structure analysis
Root-mean-square-deviation (RMSD) values between helix configurations within and between plexin subfamilies were calculated in Pymol [53] and scaled according to the number of identical residues. Only the central region of TM helices (typically 14 residues, see below), which are always embedded inside the lipid membrane, were included in the RMSD calculation [9] . Specifically, RMSD obtained from alignment by ratio between the total number N of backbone (bb) atoms in both dimers and the number of atoms Na used for the alignment:
The initial RMSD values were taken in Pymol; ignoring the option to eliminate outlying atoms. Helix crossing angles were calculated as described in [9] using the CHARMM program. For the rotation angle calculations over the course of the simulation trajectories, we used the same method as [9] but calculated rotation angle data for individual residues rather than for the whole helices. This sets the rotation angle of the starting structure to zero and then evaluates the average but time specific rotation of the entire helices relative to this configuration. For the rotation angle shown in the tables in the main text and in the supplemental materials, a single structure was used as input to calculate the rotation angle. For helix rotation, residue 4 was chosen, about 1 turn of the helix into the membrane (a position that is represented in the 4 plexin-A family members, in -B1, and -B3 by either Gly, Ser or Gln), as well as residue 11, two further turns along (almost near the center of the 22-24 TM segments). (Unless the helices are distorted, these positions should be in alignment). The rotation angle of the 4th and, separately of the 11th residue from the N-terminus of the TM region relative to the vector of closest initial helix approach is calculated. For convenience all TM (and TM-JM) residues have been renumbered to start at 1 (numbering from first position of N-terminally extended sequence). RMSDs from the starting structures and geometric parameters were evaluated by visual inspection for drift and calculated over the last 250 ns of the simulations; averages and standard deviations are for the central region of the helices (typically res. 11-25) as given in Table C -E in S1 File. Models and simulations are referred to by plexin (e.g. A1) and then by model number, for example model1, to give a1.1.
Root-mean-square-fluctuation (RMSF) values were calculated using CHARMM which considered both the mainchain and sidehchain fluctuations. S 2 for mainchain NH groups were calculated using the same method as in the previous work [54] using CHARMM based on the μs trajectories, but with a cut-off of 10 ns so that eventually the results may be compared to solution NMR measurements in micelles or bicells.
The distance between JM-tail and the membrane was also calculated using CHARMM, by calculating the closest distance from the center of mass of the last 3 residues in the JM domain to the closest heavy lipid head group atom in the lower bilayer. Left) X-ray structure of zebrafish plexin-C1 with the GCN4 coiled coil region that has been added in order to crystallize this dimer (red/pink) (PDB ID: 4M8M [21] ). The JM helices (green and cyan) are not strongly in contact and the coiling direction is clockwise, whereas the great majority of coiled-coil structures have an anti-clockwise twist [1, 2] . Indeed, the sequence that was attached N-terminally to dimerize the plexin is derived from the GCN4 leucine zipper and shows anti-clockwise coiling. The observation that the native sequence is less strongly packed and has a slight clockwise twist suggests that the plexin JM region may not form a classical coiled-coil. Right) model of left-handed TM dimer (grey) and JM (yellow) helices with an irregular/extended junction. structures from PREDDIMER. The structures with identifiers in red belong to the groups of 13 selected for further study. The remaining structures (black) are within an RMSD < 3.5 Å close to those selected as shown. Table C . RMSD, crossing angle, and rotation angle of helices for plexin-B1 TM trimer model1, TMtimer1+JMmodel1, TM trimer model2, TM trimer2+-JMmodel2 after MD simulations. Table D . RMSD, crossing angle, and rotation angles of helices for TM+extension dimers after long-term simulations. Table E . RMSD, Crossing angle and rotation angle for plexin-C1 TM dimers and -C1 TM+JM dimers after MD simulations.
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(DOC) S1 Movie. The plexin-C1 TM+JM dimer structure showed a structural distortion caused by its interaction with lipids during the long term MD simulations, with the initial structure starting from the model1 as shown in Fig. 8 Left.
S2 Movie. The plexin-C1 TM+JM dimer structure during the long term MD simulations, with the initial structure starting from the model2 as shown in the Fig. 8 Right.
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